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Description 

This class will illustrate how MEP electrical designers and engineers can utilize Revit to provide 
clients with more-accurate 3D representations of electrical elements without dramatically 
increasing design time. In an industry still heavily reliant on 2D deliverables for construction, it 
may be easy for electrical designers or engineers to produce traditional construction documents 
without exact 3D element placement. Revit electrical design is a drag-and-drop process in which 
exact 3D element placement may be missed (or ignored) - leading to coordination issues and 
client frustration, since some elements can’t be used for client elevations, sections, renderings, 
or virtual reality (VR) walk-throughs. This session will demonstrate content manipulation of Revit 
electrical fixtures and lighting families using parameters, filters, schedules, and tags for 
improved 3D representation. 
 
Electrical drawings are diagrammatic 

• Mechanical & Plumbing Drawings display Modeled elements 

• Electrical Drawings display Symbols that are often larger than the actual devices 
BIM / Revit changes expectations 

• Elements are not only symbols - they are Model elements with nested annotation 

• Architects expect accurate “X, Y, Z” placement of model elements for their sections & 
elevations 

• Electrical Designers haven’t traditionally focused on exact “X, Y, Z” placement for all 
devices 

The project reality 

• Shorter schedules and increased expectations require higher productivity  

• BIM MEP teams need to accommodate higher expectations – without increasing design 
time 

 

  

Learning Objectives 

• Discover an Elevation Parameter for use in Schedules, Tags and Filters 

• Learn how to use an Elevation Parameter on Views for 2D Visualization Clarity via 
Tags, Filters, and Colors 

• Learn how Flexible Lighting Families are Created 

• Learn how to use a Flexible Lighting Family Efficiently 
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Speakers 

Tomas Gallegos is an electrical designer with 16 years experience in the MEP design field. He 
has spent the last four years with Bridgers & Paxton Consulting Engineers. He has had the 
opportunity there to develop his electrical design skills with a focus on lighting design, including 
Lighting Analysis and rendering simulations. He has also had the opportunity to assist in 
developing electrical standards and practices while creating families to aid in electrical design. 
Tomas has developed his rendering and animation abilities over the years, completing many 
courses including Animation Mentors, Character Animation course. Besides using his skills with 
Bridgers & Paxton Engineers for rendering and lighting analysis, he has also done professional 
rendering and animation work for companies like Unirac and the New Mexico Lottery. 
 
Ron Balmer has twenty-six years of combined experience in MEP, Education, Architecture, 
Facilities Management and Industrial Engineering.  He has been an AutoCAD user since 
version 11, and a Revit user since 2009. His career began in drafting and design and 
progressed through engineering and project management to BIM Management.  He is an 
Autodesk Certified Professional in AutoCAD, Revit Architecture and Revit MEP Mechanical and 
combines this software expertise with his training in Industrial Engineering and Lean 
Manufacturing to develop content and processes that are efficient and practical.  As the BIM 
Manager for Bridgers & Paxton, he manages a team of BIM Coordinators in project setup, 
model management and Revit support while leading and directing all corporate BIM activities.  
Being a long time AU attendee, he felt it was time to get in front of the audience and provide 
some insight into lessons he has learned as an AEC BIM professional. 
 

 
                                                        Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine – Dekker/Perich/Sabatini 
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Introduction 

Architects and designers have begun to use software allowing them to see their designs in 3D 
earlier and earlier in the design process. The advantages of this cannot be understated. That 
being said the reality of designing in 3D might be foreign to many electrical engineers and 
designers. Traditionally, electrical designs for buildings were very diagrammatic. Many electrical 
components are so small, with installation means and methods that can vary so much, it is not 
appropriate for designers to display these details on traditional 2-Dimensional construction 
documents. These items need to be installed based on field conditions that are generally 
understood by electrical installers. Since many electrical components are not hidden behind 
walls and are seen in 3D renders, it can quickly become apparent when the elements are not 
properly coordinated. With the tools Revit provides, it's understandable that clients would expect 
these items to be coordinated. The reality is, these are new expectations and the ability to meet 
them in Revit can be difficult without some forethought. What can make this all the more difficult 
is as disciplines become more and more integrated and designed together, design time 
shortens. All of this can wreak havoc on project scope, schedule, and fees.  In this document, 
we are going to discuss how to create a few tools and processes to assist designing in 3D 
without drastically increasing effort and design time. Below are a few observations regarding 
electrical design. 
 
 

Electrical Design Observations 
Electrical drawings are diagrammatic 

• Mechanical & Plumbing Drawings display Modeled elements 

• Electrical Drawings display Symbols that are often larger than the actual devices 
 
BIM / Revit changes expectations 

• Elements are not only symbols - they are Model elements with nested annotation 

• Architects expect accurate “X, Y, Z” placement of model elements for their sections & 
elevations 

• Electrical Designers haven’t traditionally focused on exact “X, Y, Z” placement for all 
devices 

 
The project reality 

• Shorter schedules and increased expectations require higher productivity  

• BIM MEP teams need to accommodate higher expectations – without increasing design 
time 
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Understanding Where the Challenges are 

To determine where to focus developmental efforts, it is important to recognize the primary 
areas causing 3D electrical design “issues”. Navigating a Revit model in 3D, running clash 
detection in Navisworks, creating renders or VR with programs such as Enscape or Lumion will 
quickly reveal where 3D problems lie. For that reason, the main areas we focused development 
on were: 
 
1. Wall Mounted Families 
2. Flexible Lighting Families 
 
We will look at these separately and discuss what we need to do to address them. 
 

Wall Mounted Families 
Wall mounted Families such as receptacles, data devices and switches appear clearly when 
navigating a Revit model in 3D. Even though Revit provides elevation parameters controlling 
element heights and offsets, there isn’t a way to easily access and use those parameters until 
Revit 2020. To address this, a custom parameter needs to be created and consistently 
integrated across Revit content to control element elevation. We then need to “link” the 
elevation parameters data between Tags, Schedules and Filters. All content needs to provide 
ease of use and flexibility for designers while giving them intuitive tools to track and find 
problems with their wall mounted families elevation.  
 
To address these challenges, we focused on: 
 

• Accessing an Elevation Parameter (Objective One) 

• Using an Elevation Parameter in Tags, Schedules and Filters (Objective Two) 
 

Lighting Families 
Lighting Families are the other primary concern when navigating a Revit model in 3D. Not only 
is fixture location critical, but the shape of fixtures also needs to be coordinated. There are 
currently multiple solutions one can use to help address these issues. Each solution has its own 
inherent challenges, whether it is locating families through a manufacturer or maintaining a large 
library of custom families. We will demonstrate our approach, which allows us to maintain a 
small number of families that can “flex” to replace a large variety of fixture families. This 
approach allows us to avoid searching for families or maintaining a large Revit library of custom 
content while improving ease of use and consistency for designers. This consistency also aides 
in design by improving scheduling and lighting calculations while assisting in maintaining 
content and process standardization across the firm. 
 
To facilitate improvements in lighting design we focused on: 
 

• Creating Flexible Lighting Families (Objective Three) 

• Using Families Efficiently to improve electrical designs and save time (Objective Four) 
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Elevation Challenges and Goals 
Electrical designers can create clear drawings serving the construction of projects using 
traditional, diagrammatic 2-dimensional display of elements. With Revit, many clients desire 
accurate 3D placement for display of MEP electrical elements in their sections and elevations. 
For this reason it requires acknowledging: 
 

• Exact X, Y, Z placement for all MEP elements for population in sections and elevations 
has not always been a standard expectation in MEP scope (especially 3D “Z” elevation). 

• Some feel using BIM/Revit should “automatically” provide the ability to use MEP 
elements in their sections and elevations. 

• Revit versions prior to Revit 2020 don’t easily support the effort of 3D element 
coordination for all elements due to how Revit Elevation parameters are integrated 

 

From a BIM/Revit perspective, we determined that developing content and workflows better 
accommodating Revit element visibility, adjustment and quality assurance for elevation was a 
good solution for addressing these challenges.  It increases the quality of 3D element placement 
for clients, while providing us the opportunity to improve production efficiency. 

  

With this in mind, developmental goals for improving Revit elevation quality and efficiency are: 
1. Creating custom Shared Parameter for Elevation (not needed in Revit 2020) 
2. Adding custom Elevation Parameter into Families and “link” dimensional constraint to it 
3. Adding Elevation Parameter to custom Revit Templates, Annotation Tags & Schedules  
4. Creating Revit View Filters using Elevation Parameter and applying them to Views 
5. Distributing content to all offices, documenting workflows and providing training to users 
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Accessing an Elevation Parameter 

Creating a Custom Elevation Parameter 
Revit out-of-box parameters for elevation and offsets are not easily accessible in many Revit out 
of the box families prior to Revit 2020.  
 

  
 

 
For Revit versions prior to 2020, creating a custom shared parameter for elevation provides a 
method for consistently “linking” Revit Families, Tags/Annotation, Schedules, Filters & Views. 
See our custom elevation parameter (BP_G_Elevation) illustrated below: 
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Adding the Custom Elevation Parameter to Families 
For Revit families prior to Revit 2020, the custom shared parameter for elevation can be added 
to families and linked to a dimensional constraint through the steps below:  
 
1. Activate Shared Parameters tool on Manage tab: 

 

 

2. Select Browse… tool on Edit Shared Parameters dialog box then navigate to, and select.  
the appropriate shared parameters text file and Open: 

 

Note: Steps #1 and #2 “direct” Revit to the appropriate Shared Parameters text file and 
should only have to be done once. 
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3. Create and add a new custom shared parameter to your shared parameter text file. Our 
Grouping and Parameter Properties are shown below: 

 

 

Note: We created our Parameter group name as Constraints since it corresponds 
to where we “direct” the parameter to in the Revit Project Browser. 

 
Parameter Properties below were assigned to the custom parameter: 

 

 
 

Note: Parameter name is subjective.  The parameter name above matches our company  
standards for Shared Parameter naming.  
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4. Open the family you would like to add the new elevation parameter to. Access the view 
depicting the family in elevation and add a new Reference Plane to act as the new “Ground 
Plane” in the family: 

 

 

5. Set new Reference Plane properties so Is Reference is set to Bottom and ensure that 
Defines Origin option is selected: 
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6. Add a dimension between the new Reference Plane and the Ref. Level Plane of the family: 

 

Note: if you can’t see the dimension, check the Visibility Graphics and ensure the 
Dimensions category under Annotation Categories is on. 

7. Select the new dimension and (a) select Create Parameter tool under Label to access 
Parameter Properties. (b) Select Shared Parameter, then the Select… button. (d) Select 
the desired custom elevation parameter and OK. (g) Select Instance and ensure the 
desired Group parameter under browser option is selected (insure this is done with care as 
it can’t be “redirected” later. The only way to do so would be to recreate the parameter): 
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8. Set the custom Elevation parameter default setting as desired (1’-6”) then set the Default 
Elevation value to 0’-0”: 

 

Note: The Default Elevation parameter value needs to remain at 0’-0” so it doesn’t add on 
to the custom elevation parameter. 

 

Adding the Custom Elevation Parameter to Revit Models 
The custom shared parameter for elevation will need to be added to the project environment. 
The first step is to insert your shared parameter text file, if it is not already inserted. To do so 
follow the steps below:  
 

In your project environment Activate Shared Parameters tool on Manage tab: 
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Select Browse… tool on Edit Shared Parameters dialog box then navigate to, and select. the 
appropriate shared parameters text file and Open: 

 
Note: Steps #1 and #2 “direct” Revit to the appropriate Shared Parameters text file and may 
only need to be done once. 

 

Next, we will need to tell Revit what we want our new Elevation parameter to affect. To do so 
follow the steps bellow: 

 

1. Activate Project Parameters tool on Revit Manage tab, followed by the Add tool: 
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2. Select Shared parameter option then custom elevation parameter desired and OK: 

    

3. Adjust custom elevation Parameter Properties to report to appropriate Revit Categories then 
adjust parameter settings to Instance with Group parameter under settings desired:  
 

 

 

 
We now have a new parameter in our 
families and project that overrides the 
out-of-the-box elevation parameter. Let’s 
see how we can use that in our Tags, 
Schedules and filters.  
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Using a Custom Elevation Parameter in Tags, Schedules and Filters 

Creating Custom Elevation Tags 
Revit Annotation Tag Families are “smart” in that they are designed for use with specific Revit 
Category model elements.  Autodesk provides out-of-the-box Revit Family (RFA files) and Revit 
Family Template (RFT files) for both Model and Annotation elements. 
 
Creating an elevation tag, linked to the custom Elevation Parameter creates a “link” between 
that tag and the device it is tagging so that editing the tag - also edits the height of the element. 
 
We used a mixture of out-of-the-box Revit Annotation families and custom Annotation families to 
create custom Elevation Tags for the Revit Model element categories below:  

• Communication Devices 

• Data Devices 

• Electrical Equipment 

• Electrical Fixtures 

• Fire Alarm Devices 

• Security Devices 

• Telephone Devices 
 
Two tags were created for each element category above: one for feet & inches (1’-6”), and one 
for inches (18”).  We also developed a naming structure for tag families to clearly describe their 
use and organization in the Families\Annotation Symbols section of the Project Browser.   
 
The first step in creating the Custom Elevation Annotation Tag is to simply select the correct tag 
family. The tag family will need to correspond with the specific Revit Model Category. Next, we 
will need to edit the tag’s Label. To do so follow the steps below: 
    

1. Open Annotation Tag Family inside Revit (RVT) file containg custom Elevation Paramter, 
select Label then Edit Label tool, and edit Label to custom Elevation parameter: 

  

 

 
  

Note: 
Our initial development focused on Electrical design items, 
but category tags for Mechanical and Plumbing elements 
can also be created as needed, as long as those Revit 
categories have the Custom Elevation parameter 
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2. Edit Label Prefix or Suffix as needed: +18” A.F.F. 

 

3. Adjust Label Unit Formats as needed using the Edit parameter units format tool:   
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Creating Custom Elevation Schedules 
Creating Revit Category Elevation Schedules using the custom Elevation Parameter 
“connected” to model element families can greatly improve element Elevation Visibility, and 
Adjustment providing a quick way to provide Elevation QA (Quality Assurance) 
 
Steps for creating Revit Category Elevation Schedules are: 
 
1. Create schedules for Revit model element categories desired.  You could consider 

creating Revit Category Elevation schedules for: 

Electrical Technology 

• Electrical Equipment 

• Electrical Fixtures 

• Fire Alarm Devices 

• Lighting Devices 
 

• Communication Devices 

• Data Devices 

• Security Devices 

• Telephone Devices 

 

2. Add custom Elevation Parameter and other Fields to schedules.  Each Revit model 
element category provides different parameters for scheduling. We created our Elevation 
schedules to focus on element locational placement.  The example below illustrates the 
parameter fields used in our Electrical Fixtures Elevation schedule: 
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3. Add Elevation Parameter Conditional Formatting and justifcation to schedules to 
increases their clarity. For our Elevation schedules we also wanted to apply Conditional 
Formats to “color code” element elevation heights.  We were limited by Revit’s inability 
to add more than one Condition for Conditional Formatting within a schedule column, so 
we decided to color our predominant elevation height of 1’-6” green using these settings: 

 

 
 

This provides us the result: 

 
 
In this example for Electrical Fixtures, we instruct designers to evaluate any “non-green” 
element elevations to ensure devices are at the appropriate elevation. It should be noted 
that other Revit Categories such as Fire Alarm Devices, or Security Devices may need 
to use a different height value depending on the design approach. 
 
Note: Since Revit currently allows only one condition to format for each Column 
(parameter) we are developing multiple Calculated Values within a schedule that are 
based off the Custom Elevation parameter. This provides us more columns: each 
conditionally formatting applies to a different value. 
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Creating Filters 
Creating Revit Filters using the custom Elevation Parameter “connected” to model element 
families, then applying these filters to Views with custom colors allows for clearer Plan view 
display of elevation differences. This greatly improves Plan view clarity of elements elevation for 
Designers and Engineers. Steps for creating Revit Filters using a custom shared parameter are 
described below.  
 
1. Activate Filters tool on Revit View tab: 

  
    
2. Activate New tool on Filters dialog box, name the filter as desired and select OK: 

  
 

3. Select Categories to filter for & adjust Filter rules as desired. For Revit 2017 we used:      
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Applying Filters to Views 
Once the custom Elevation parameters are created, they can be applied to Views on the Filters 
tab in a view’s Visibility/Graphic Overrides dialog box. Once Filters are applied to the views, 
their setting can be modifed per the images below: 

 

  
  
Creating the Filters, applying them to Views and adjusting their properties results in: 

 
 
Note: 
1) When applying filters to views, ensure they are in the order of priority desired.  Filters near 

the top of the list take precedence, so if you don’t get the filter results needed, double-check 
the order in which filters were applied.  

2) Revit 2019 improves Filter functionality by adding additional levels for filter rules, and the 
ability to use AND and OR filter rules – providing more flexibility and filtering options: 
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Adjusting For 2020 
Revit 2020 provides a major improvement with the Elevation from Level parameter.  This 
parameter “grants” access to the out-of-the-box Revit elevation parameter and is more 
consistently applied in Face, Floor and Ceiling elements. 
 
While Revit 2020 elements automatically include the new parameter, any content created or 
modified to include a custom parameter using the techniques above can be quickly modified 
and used by following the steps below: 
 
1. Edit any Families containing a custom parameter by removing the custom Elevation 

parameter and any constraints tied to it, and resetting the primary Reference Plane of 
the family back to Defines Origin. 

 
2. Edit any Annotation Tags, Schedules or Filters referencing a custom Elevation 

parameter to the Revit 2020 Elevation from Level parameter per the images below: 

 

 

Note: Annotation Tags & Filters should only require parameter “swapping” and minor 
adjustments to unit settings & formats. Schedules will just require parameter “swapping” but 
Conditional Formats or Calculated Values looking at parameters may need adjustment. 
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Wall Mounted Families - Summary 

Using the detailed information above to create and modify content through the development 
phases below will improve Revit 3D elevation flexibility, use and quality for: 

• Accessing an Elevation Parameter (Objective One) 

• Using an Elevation Parameter in Tags, Schedules and Filters (Objective Two) 
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The Current Lighting Family Conundrum 

Currently there are multiple paths that one can take when approaching lighting design. Each 
one can come with advantages and disadvantages. One of the main issues when it comes to 
lighting design in Revit is how we obtain, create and use lighting families. Lighting families need 
to be unique depending on shape and information tied to them. Many firms rely on using 
manufacturer’s families directly. There are advantages to this workflow; for one there is no time 
spent managing and maintaining a large library of families. There are also some major 
disadvantages to this workflow. It will become quickly apparent that manufactures create their 
families differently. The discrepancies between families can wreak havoc on your fixture 
schedules and even effect your lighting calculations. You will spend a lot of time manipulating 
families to get them to cooperate properly with your workflow. Some firms prefer to collect 
manufacturer’s families and manipulate them to create a library. This provides the fixture shape 
needed and with manipulation, we can get these families to work properly. The problem comes 
in maintaining an always growing library of fixtures. With a large number of designers, the 
amount of families a firm would need to collect and maintain can quickly grow out of control. 

 

Our Solution 
What if it was possible to have a handful of families that could replace all the manufacturer’s 
families? The same lighting family with a few added controls could change it from a recessed, to 
a linear, to a pendant. There would be no need for searching through manufacturer’s content for 
families or forcing stubborn families to schedule. You could simply use the fixtures as they are 
and change them as needed or if you prefer, you could create all your libraries from the same 
few families ensuring consistency and ensuring they fit in your workflow.  
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Creating Flexible Lighting Families 

Making Basic Geometry Move 
We tried many ways of getting the geometry to constrain to one another, including “locking” 
dimension lines - which works but comes with issues and is prone to breaking. What we are 
about to demonstrate appears to be the easiest and most reliable way we have found to 
accomplish this. For this first example, we will look at how we can make a simple box move with 
parameters. This will seem like a rudimentary example to some, but it will be something we 
repeat over and over again, so it is important to understand. You may also want to refer back to 
these steps in the future. 

 

1. First, under the Create tab select Extrusion. 

2. Under Draw Select the Square tool and create a square centered in your drawing area. In 
this case we made it 1’-0” x 1’-0”. (note: you can create reference lines beforehand to help 
center the extrusion) 

3. Under Measure select the Dimension tool and create a dimension from the left most vertical 
line of the box you created to the center, and to the right most vertical line of the box. 
Creating one entity out of both dimensions.  
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1. Select the dimension line and select the Create Parameter button.  

2. Give the parameter a name, in this case **_Square Length is used. 

3. Ensure you assign the parameter to the correct group and hit apply. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We now have a Parameter under Family Types to controlling the length of the box! 
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Making Complex Geometry Move 
Now we are going to create the bases for a square light fixture. First we’ll create our lights 
geometry and in turn the parameters that will drive most of our lights movement or “flexing”. 
These steps are similar to the steps above. 

 

1. Under Create, Extrusion select Blend. A blend shape will give us access to the 
geometry on both the top and the bottom of our fixture. 

2. Draw a Square just as before. 

3. Create dimension lines just as before, but this time for both the Length and the Width of 
the fixture.  

4. Create New Parameters, this time adding the word “Bottom” to our parameter name 
since the blend shape lets us control both the bottom and top separately. 

5. Ensure you group the parameter accordingly.  
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Once the above steps are done Select Edit Top and go through the same steps again ensuring 
to add “Top” when naming the parameters. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

You now have four new parameters that control the Top length / width and the Bottom length / 
width independently of one another! 
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Moving the Depth 
We discussed how we can manipulate the top and bottom of our geometry. Let’s quickly discuss 
how we can control the depth of the fixture.  

 

1. Go to a side view and create a refrence line. 

2. Select the top of your geometery and drag it to your new reference line and lock the top 
of your geometery to that reference line. 

3. Just as before, create a dimension line and a parameter to control it. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       You now have a new parameter to control the depth of the fixture! 

Making Geometry Move Together  
We are now going to create a void or a hole directly centered in our fixture. The steps are 
similar to the steps for creating your geometry. We will be tying our void to the geometry after 
we create it. 
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1. Under Create, Void select Blend. A blend shape will give us access to the geometry on 
both the top and the bottom of our fixture. 

2. Draw a Square just as before. 

3. Create dimension lines just as before, for both the Length and the Width of the fixture.  

4. Create New Parameters this time we are going to add the words “Void” and “Bottom” to 
our parameter name. 

5. Ensure you group the parameter accordingly.  
Once the above steps are 
complete, Select Edit Top 
and repeat the same steps 
again ensuring to add “Void” 
and “Top” when naming the 
parameters. Once that is 
done, you will now have four 
new parameters controlling 
the New Void Shape. We want 
that void shape to cut a hole in 
our fixture, and as our fixture 
“transforms” we want the void 
to “transform” as well. Let’s 
see how we can make that 
happen. 
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We need to “tie” Parameters together so that when we move the Top Length Parameter, the 
Void Top Length moves as well. In order to do that, we are going to write a formula making 
“Void Top Length” = the “Top Length” of your fixture. This makes the top of the void and top of 
the fixture geometry track together, but since we want to “cut” a hole in our fixture, we need to 
make the hole (void) a little smaller than the actual fixture size. In order to do that you simply 
subtract the amount you want the fixture to move. For example, if you wanted a 1/2-inch 
difference or 1/2-inch lip you would subtract 1/2". To do this, access your void’s Top parameter 
and input the formula: = Top Length – 0’ 1/2"  

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
That’s it! Now make sure all your Void Parameters track with their perspective fixture shape 
geometry parameters. We have some of the most important parts of a flexible light moving 
together. Next let’s see how we can leverage these parameters to get the rest of our important 
lighting fixture parts moving.  
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Other Shapes You Want to Move Together 
We discussed moving the overall light shape and the void now let’s discuss other parts of the 
light and how we can get them to move with our geometry. Things are going to be a bit simpler 
for the next couple of light “components”. Since we have dimensions or parameters moving in a 
way that the rest of our fixture parts need to move, we can simply “tie” our new fixture parts to 
these parameters. Let’s talk about the additional parts of our light fixtures and how we can make 
them move with the rest of our light. 
 

Diffuser Shape 
When thinking about rendering we need to consider the “light diffuser” or “glow” of the 
fixture. Many people think this has something to do with the light emission or calculation, 
but it is purely for rendering purposes. Without this element in your family, it will not look 
like a light fixture when rendered. 

 
To do this, create a new blend shape extrusion. create dimensions to that extrusion just 
as we did before. This time, instead of creating new parameter, simply “tie” the new 
dimension to the parameters you previously created. In the case of the new light diffuser, 
(or glow shape) “tie” that to the Void parameters. Make sure you lock the top of your 
geometry to the reference plane as you did above (moving the depth).  

 
           
 

Once you get all your new geometry moving properly make sure you give your geometry 
an illuminating material, so your light source glows in renders! 
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Caps - A Rendering Consideration 
We placed our new light diffuser shape through our fixture shape. This creates a glowing 
shape on both the top and bottom of our fixture. (This may not be necessary in most 
lighting instances.) To address this, we simply hide it with a piece of geometry added to 
both the top and bottom of our fixture. We can “parent” one side of our geometry to the 
top fixture reference plane similarly to what we did under Moving the Depth. This 
ensures that the new, thin piece of geometry moves with your fixture depth. 

 

 
You will want to create dimension lines just as we did before but this time we don’t need 
to create a new parameter to control the dimensions. The parameters we made that 
control the overall light shape are the parameters we want the new piece of geometry to 
follow. To do this, simply select your dimension line and under the label drop down 
select the corresponding dimension you want your new dimension to “track”. Follow the 
same processes to create a new piece of geometry to hide the bottom light source or 
glowing shape. 

 

We can also create two new Yes/No “on/off” parameters and tie our geometry to them to 
give us control of their visibility. 

 
Once these steps are complete, we 
now have two new pieces of 
geometry we can hide depending on 
if the fixture has an up-light 
component, down-light component, 
or both. Keep in mind, these 
glowing shapes have no bearing on 
light emission or calculation. They 
are purely for rendering purposes. 
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Lighting Families - Addressing The Light Source 
Let’s discuss how we can efficiently use our new lighting families to calculate correctly. We have 
families that can change their shape and essentially their location in space. Without a light 
source or IES file that moves with the shape and location of our fixture it will cause lighting 
calculation issues and will need to be constantly addressed. In order to fix this, we are going to 
simply “lock” our Light Source Definition shape just below the bottom of our light diffuser. This 
way, when our fixture moves in space, our light source does as well.  
 

First, turn on the light source (if it is not already on) by checking 
the box next to Light Source under Properties.  
 
Next, select the Light Source and 
select “Edit” next to light source 
definition. Under Emit from Shape 
select Point. Under Light 
distribution, select Photometric 
Web. Hit Apply and OK 
 
Select the Family Types button 
and you will now have a  
Photometrics section. Set tilt 
Angle to -90.00 so the web will  

  face downwards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next step will be similar to what we have done before. Create a reference plane then move, 
and “lock” our light source to that reference plane. Move the reference plane to where it needs 
to be associated with the fixture. Create a dimension line and lock it. That’s it! 
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Making It User Friendly 
Having lights that can 
transform is great, but 
without a good way to 
control them, they can 
become overwhelming 
for new users. In order to 
get around this, we can 
create two sets of 
controls. One set will 
allow us to control the 
overall Length of the 
fixture and the overall 
Width of the fixture 
without having to think 
about the Top and the Bottom independently. This way the designer only has to worry about 
how long or wide their fixture is, and where it is in Space. The second set of controls allows us 
to manipulate everything we created. Giving us access to the Length and Width of the Top and 
the Bottom independently. Let's see how we do that.  
 
Under family type select new parameter. 
Assign a name (in our case, “Basic Control”) 
and under “Type of parameter” ensure it's a 
YES/NO parameter. Make sure to group it with 
the appropriate sorting. Hit OK. You will now 
have a yes/no parameter that allows you to 
check a box for Basic Controls - similar to 
turning a switch “on” and “off”.  
 
 
 
 
 
Next we create all the parameters needed to 
make our Basic and Complex controls. The 
number of controls will depend on the Light 
Fixture and how many parameters you need to 
control it. Create any new parameters just as 
you did when creating the Basic Controls 
parameter, but this time ensure “Type of 
parameter” is set to length. 
 

There will be other parameters that can be added to control things such as visibility. These can 
also help in organizing and clarifying the controls for the end user. 
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Connecting Parameters 
The next step is to connect our new parameters to the parameters we created earlier 
which control our light fixture. We also want (depending on if Basic Control is checked 
or not) to have control over either overall Fix Length and Fix Width (Basic Control); or 
independent control of both top and bottom fixture lengths and widths.  

  

To implement this, access the parameter controlling your fixtures top length and enter a 
formula similar to the example above that matches your parameter names.  This ensures 
that if Basic Control is checked, the first parameter in the formula (Fix Length) will be 
used as your fixtures top length parameter. If Basic Control is unchecked the second 
parameter in the formula (Fix Length Top) will control fixture length. In this example, 
checking Basic Control allows fixture length to be controlled for both the top and bottom 
of the fixture by the Fix Length parameter.  If Basic Control is unchecked, the top and 
bottom of the fixture can be adjusted independently with the Fix Length Top and Fix 
Length Bot parameters.  

 
Some fixtures need to be controlled 
from their center, but in most cases, 
that isn’t ideal since we would need to 
input two feet in our parameter value for 
a four-foot fixture. One simple way to 
address this is to divide our new 
parameter’s length by half. This can be 
accomplished by simply adding /2 to the parameter’s formula. 

 
 
 

Connecting all your new parameters to the parameters that control your light fixture will 
allow you to have two sets of controls, a basic set and a full set. 
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Light Fixture Types and Considerations 
When thinking about individual lighting families, there are a few things to consider. For one, 
there are an infinite amount of shapes out there, and in the age we live, someone is going to try 
and cram LEDs into that shape. Accounting for all of those shapes would be impossible, so the 
question becomes, what shapes do we require to satisfy the majority of our needs? 
Furthermore, inside those individual shapes and families, we will need to consider: what do we 
need to build into them to not only cover the widest number of fixtures possible, but also make 
them user friendly? Autodesk OOTB base families come in four types; Ceiling mounted, wall 
mounted, Floor mounted and “Lighting Family”. We used these base families to start with. To 
cover the largest amount of fixture types, we created both a round and square fixture for the 
ceiling, wall and floor mounted families. Each one of these fixture types has their own set of 
considerations discussed below. 

  

Ceiling Mounted Lights – Below Ceiling Parameter 
Be it round or square fixtures we will need a ceiling mounted family and will want to 
consider being able to drop that fixture below the ceiling. This allows us to create 
pendants and other types of light fixtures. Also, adding the ability to drop the fixture just 
below the ceiling can also prevent the fixture’s textures interfering with the ceiling 
texture, (which is a common problem in 3D environments) This is easy to do. 
.  

When creating the 
fixture’s geometry, you 
created it on a surface 
plane. This plane is the 
same plane that should 
be constraining your 
fixtures depth. We can 
pull that reference line 
down, moving the 
fixture below the 
ceiling.  

 

 

Next create a new reference line at the ceiling 
and “lock” it to the ceiling. We can then create 
a dimension line between the fixture’s 
reference plane and the ceiling’s reference 
plane. Now create a new parameter and tie it 
to that dimension just as we did previously. 
This effectively creates a parameter 
controlling how far the fixture “sits” below the 
ceiling.  
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Ceiling Mounted Lights – Pendants 
Since we can now adjust our fixture’s distance below the ceiling, it is nice to have 
something for our fixtures to “hang” from, essentially creating pendant fixtures. Achieving 
this is quite simple.  

 
Create a tube at the center of 
your fixture, “locking” the top of 
the tube’s geometry to your 
ceiling reference plane. Now, 
“lock” the bottom of your tube’s 
geometry to the top of your 
fixture’s top reference plane. 
You now have a piece of 
geometry that will essentially act 
as a pendant, hanging your 
fixture from the ceiling.  

 
You may want to have two 
pieces of geometry acting as 
your pendants for long linear 
fixtures. To do this, create two round pieces of thin geometry 
on either side of the fixture and “lock” them to the ceiling and 
the top of the fixture just as we did before. Now we want the 
pendent to move with the fixture length, there are a few 
ways we can approach this. If you are interested in 
controlling how far the pendants are out from center, you 
can create dimension lines and “link” parameters just as we 
did before to control that. You can also add a parameter to 
control the thickness of your pendant’s geometry. To keep it 
simple, and reduce the number of parameters, we simply 
locked the two pendants to our void geometry.  
 

 
To control whether there is a pendant centered in the fixture, or 
two pendants on either side of the fixture, we can “tie” their 
visibility to new YES/NO parameters. Then you can simply 
check the box if you want a single or a double pendant.  
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Ceiling Mounted Lights – Round Fixture 
Round Lights can be much simpler to create, depending on how you're using it. There 
may also be fewer parameters to create. For our round ceiling mounted fixture we added 
all the same fixture components as before, including; Top, Bottom Caps and a single 
pendant with the ability to control its diameter.  

 

 
 

This is an easy light to create, so starting with this one may be a good idea. You should 
already understand most of the steps for making the square fixture, so creating this 
version of it should be a piece of cake! 
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Wall Mounted Lights – Round 
Wall Lights create a unique challenge in that we need to decide how we want to 
constrain them to a wall. This is a challenge since there are so many unique wall fixtures 
that deciding one good way of doing it won't satisfy every fixture type available. We can 
however, create a fixture with a wide range of options, using it in combination with other 
fixtures will (for the most part) provide us what we need for most projects. To create 
these lights, we're going to “tie” the top and bottom geometry to the wall, so they will 
both scale from that point.  

To do this, create your fixture’s top and bottom geometry as two half circles. This gives 
you a point to lock your fixture in place, effectively keeping one side of your fixture from 
scaling outward. As we did before, create dimension parameters and basic controls to 
“tie” your elements together.  
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Wall Mounted Lights – Square 
Wall Mounted square lights have more parameters but can be less complicated to create 
than the wall mounted round light because we can simply “lock” one end of the square 
fixture to the wall. This type of fixture can be created just as we did the others, with all 
the same parameters and fixture components. 
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Ground Mounted Lights – Square and Round Lights 
Ground mounted lights are created in the same way as the others except you’ll be using 
the out-of-the-box “Light fixture” family as your starting point. This family already has a 
parameter built-in for controlling the fixture’s height above the ground plane. Other than 
that, everything is the same. You can create a few pieces of additional geometry if you 
want to add a little more functionality (pedestrian scale pole lights or even lamps). The 
images below show an example of a square ground mounted fixture. As you can see, it's 
very similar to all the other fixtures created above. 
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Below is an example of a round ground mounted light fixture. In this example you can 
see under Set the parameters we've created to control the extra geometry of our fixture.  
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Other Useful Families 
There are other families we may find useful in design. We do not want our Base library of 
fixtures to become too large since maintaining them will become an issue but described below 
are some additional families I find useful during design. 

 

UFLEX Families – Square and Round 
There are times when it is nice to simply grab a control to stretch or scale our fixture as 
needed. This is possible with “UFlex” families. 

 

You can start with the basic out-of-the-box light fixture family, then create your fixture 
with dimension lines and parameters as we did before, but this time being sure to select 
Instance parameter instead of Type when creating those parameters. Doing this creates 
controls when you place the fixture into the project environment. These controls allow 
you to stretch your fixture whether it be length, width or even depth. By doing this, there 
is no need to create a lot of parameters since all your controls are on screen - waiting for 
you to stretch them. You will still need to create all the other components and 
parameters you need for a fully functioning light. 

 
 
 

` 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A simple square “UFlex” family! 
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The example below illustrates a “UFlex” round light. It's created just as we created the 
“UFlex” square light, but as mentioned before since it's a round light it will have less 
controls, making it easier to build.  
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Pole Light  
A good pole light is useful to have around but they can create a unique challenge. By 
their very nature they are different from every other light due to their variety of unique 
features E.G.; single and double headed fixtures, concrete pole bases etc. Trying to 
capture all of this in a single family can be difficult.  

You will need to decide 
which geometry and 
parameters are most 
important to create your 
functioning pole light. 
That being said, the 
techniques used to 
create it are similar, or 
identical to the steps 
described above. An 
additional challenge for 
fixtures like this, is that 
the number of potential 
parameters needed can 
make the fixture very 
complicated. You will 
need to consider 
organizing and 
grouping your 
parameters with the 
end user in mind. 
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Aimable IES Family 
More than once I have found myself in a situation where I just need to aim a light source 
(or IES file) to get a calculation or maybe I'm having trouble with other lights getting the 
light source to aim properly. Starting with Revit's out-of-the-box basic light family, then 
removing all the geometry, leaving only the light source can help with this issue. You can 
also create a new instance parameter allowing you to control the tilt of your light source 
easily under the properties tab in your project environment. This makes it very simple to 
control the rotation, tilt, and height of your light source. Below is an example of this.  

 
 

 
 

Using Lighting Families 

We've talked about how we can create a few lights to represent multiple fixtures or as a basis 
for a library, but there are other things to consider as well. 2D graphic representation and 
lighting schedule creation for example are also necessary for the design process. If these items 
are also addressed properly, we can get a better product with less effort. In the next section, we 
will briefly discuss some of the things that will contribute to our lighting design.  
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Luminaire (Lighting Fixture) Symbol Display 
Once geometric controls are integrated into the families and are “flexing” appropriately in 3D, it 
is important to establish how they will appear in Plan views. 
 
Remembering that Electrical drawing are diagrammatic, it is important to recognize that Lighting 
Fixtures on Lighting Plans are often a mixture of symbols representing either: 

• Actual Shape & Size 

• Actual Shape & Size with additional Symbols 

• Symbols representing Industry recognized or Company-Standard special lighting 
 
Lighting must also be clearly visible at larger scales (Lighting Site Plans), so it is important to 
understand which Revit Lighting Fixture families will need Annotation Symbols embedded in 
them to “scale up” for clarity when the actual light size and shape is too small at certain scales. 
 
When considering Light Shape & Size, Symbol and Scale requirements, Plan view Lighting 
can often be addressed using one of the three methods described below:  
 
 

• Display of Model Elements 
Use this approach when Fixture model elements are large enough to display at larger 
scales and extrusion elements of the fixture match Electrical Legend. 
 

• Display of Model Elements with Line Work 
Use this approach when Fixture model elements are large enough to display at larger 
scales, but fixture extrusion elements need additional detail to match Electrical Legend. 
 

• Display of Model Elements with embedded Annotation Symbols 
Use this approach when model elements are too small to display at larger scales or 
when you need a detailed, special lighting symbol to match Electrical Legend. 
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Lighting Fixture Parameters and Scheduling 
Luminaire (Lighting Fixture) scheduling can be confusing since parameters with identical or 
similar names may exist in a Revit model. These parameters usually come from a mixture of: 

• Out-of-the box Revit parameters 

• Manufacturer’s families  

• Non-standardized Project Parameters (created by designers as needed) 
 
Multiple parameters, coming from multiple sources often contain inconsistent naming, 
type (unit) definitions – resulting in designer frustration and scheduling inefficiency. We 
addressed this issue by: 

• Surveying electrical teams to establish a standard list of Lighting fields for scheduling 

• Creating Shared Parameters for the standard list of Lighting fields 

• Updating custom Lighting Families and Template Schedules with the Shared Parameters 
 
Note: Using Shared Parameters provided us the ability to “connect” and “lock down” all standard 
lighting parameters for consistency and efficiency across all projects, while allowing designers 
the flexibility to create Project Parameters as needed for very unique, project specific scheduling. 
 
Our standard Electrical Luminaire schedule uses the out-of-the-box Revit parameter Apparent 
Load to represent actual values being used in Revit electrical calculations. All other custom 
lighting parameters are text parameters. Connection between parameters and content are 
displayed below:  
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Our Lighting Design Work Flow 
The steps below outline how our custom Revit Lighting Fixture families are integrated into our 
lighting design workflow: 
 

1. Create Project Revit Family Types from Flexible Family Library: 
a) Evaluate lighting design and establish Lighting Fixture types required for project 
b) Select Fixtures from Flexible Family Library that meet project requirements 
c) Duplicate Types within Flexible Family Library Revit Families to accommodate 

the variety of different fixture shapes and functionality needed for project 
 

2. Place Family Types in Project Revit model to Populate Fixture Schedule Rows: 
a) Place Revit Fixture Families created above into project Revit Model 
b) Continue to create or edit Revit Fixture Family Types as needed to meet project 

shapes, functionality and naming requirements 
 

3. Your Schedule should now show all the names of your fixtures. Complete Luminaire 
(Lighting Fixture) Schedule information: 

a) Fill out Lighting Schedule information with data needed in Revit, and/or 
b) Export Lighting Schedule information from Revit for entry in MS Excel 
c) Edit schedule in MS Excel, or “pull” lighting information from Master database. 

You can create a “master” schedule in excel that matches your revit schedule to 
help make data tranfer easier. Tip: If the name of your fixture matches that of 
your “master” excel file it is possible to automate data transfer in excel. 

d) Re-import information from MS Excel back to Revit  
Note: There are Add-ons such as (Bim One) and Dynamo that can assist in 
pushing data back and forth between Revit and Excel. 
 

4. Place Lighting Fixure Families (and Family Types) in Model Locations as needed then 
perform lighting calculation and other items as requried to finalized Lighting Design. 

The summary of our Revit Lighting Workflow is:  
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Summary and Conclusion 

Summary 
Using the techniques described in this document should assist in:   

• Accessing an Elevation Parameter (Objective One) 

• Using an Elevation Parameter in Tags, Schedules and Filters (Objective Two) 

• Creating Flexible Lighting Families (Objective Three) 

• Using Families Efficiently to Improve Electrical Design and Save Time (Objective Four) 
 

 

The End Result 
By using some of the techniques described in this document we hope to improve your design in 
3D while not drastically increasing design time. There are many things to consider when 
approaching this challenge. Be it Lighting or Wall Mounted fixture placement we would like to be 
able to help alleviate some of your (and your client’s) frustrations while improving your project 
deliverables. We demonstrated how it is possible to supplement Revit’s out-of-the-box elevation 
parameter with your own, and make it possible to schedule, filter, and tag your elevation. These 
steps should make it much easier to track our elevation values when designing in 2D. We also 
touched on how to improve your overall lighting design by creating a less frustrating system for 
collecting and organizing your lighting families. All this makes for easier scheduling and 
provides the possibility of using tools like Excel and BimOne. Our hope is that all of these items 
help improve your design in 3D while helping reduce design time. 
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